
Dear MAGFest Community: 
 
We wanted to apologize for the housing issues you experienced last week along with a thorough 
explanation of what occurred. 
 
MAGFest housing registration is integrated with a Waiting Room application deployed to manage a user 
queue and threshold for server resources, in turn providing a consistent user experience across the 
duration of all hotel reservations. The application threshold is configurable and managed in real-time by 
Experient technical staff. In determining the pre-open threshold and adaptive values during use, 
Experient utilizes an analysis of metrics from previous year web transactions and traffic patterns, along 
with current server conditions and response times.  
 
On September 19th, 2019 MAGFest had an initial Waiting Room queue open at 1pm EST, followed by a 
queue order assignment and full open at 7pm EST. Prior to the full open at 7pm, the MAGFest queue 
contained 6,464 unique users with an assigned position. As previously communicated by MAGFest, 
Experient set the initial application threshold to allow users through the hotel registration flow at a pace 
of 800 users concurrently in a one-out one-in fashion. The first hotel registration took place in 90 
seconds, followed by an average of 47 reservations per minute with a peak of 75 per minute.  
 
Beginning just after 7:10pm EST, Experient noticed a degradation in service indicated by a sharp drop in 
completed reservations to the range of ten per minute coupled with an increase in customer service 
communications. The application threshold was quickly lowered to 300 concurrent users in an attempt 
to balance service resources and regain application stability. After a few minutes at the lowered 
threshold, Experient observed performance begin to attain stability and the request success rate 
progressing to acceptable levels, completing 29 reservations per minute. The threshold value of 300 
remained in place until 10:30pm EST when conditions allowed for an increase in concurrent users. 
 
We love MAGFest and its incredibly loyal fanbase and we’re genuinely sorry for the frustration so many 
of you experienced while trying to obtain your desired hotel room. No excuses and we dropped the ball. 
We’re dedicated to making sure each attendee has an amazing experience from beginning to end. 
 
MAGFest community, we will do better moving forward! 
 
Sincerely, 
Experient 
 
 


